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The marchean coastal zone envelopes for 172km between the mouths of 
the Tavollo River to the north and the Tronto river to the south, in front of the 
Adriatic Sea (Fig. 1.3.1). 
 
 
Fig. 1.3.1 -  The location of Regione Marche, Italy 
 
From Gabicce to the Ancona promontory and from here to the mouth of the 
Tronto river, the Marche region coastal zone is characterised by a narrow, sandy 
and gravely strip, which, in some places, lies at the toe of a cliff belonging to the 
Apennines Mountains, very often close to the Adriatic Sea. The shoreline of the 
first section, from Pesaro to Ancona, and that of the second one, from Ancona to 
the Tronto River, is interrupted by the mouths of many minor rivers flowing from 
the Apennines close to the hinterland (Fig. 1.3.2). 
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Fig.  1.3.2 - The Coast of the Marche Region - Seasonal variations of the backshore in the 
Marche coastal zone from 1983 up to 2004. 
 
Defence works against erosion from winter storm waves protects 42% of 
this coast. The coastline from Pesaro to Ancona and from south Ancona to the 
Tronto River is mainly sandy and gravely.  
From the Gabicce promontory to Pesaro and where the Ancona promontory 
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is found, the narrow backshore, at the foot of the high cliff, is composed of 
boulders and gravel with sand. Samples, collected from the shoreline, indicate 
gravel with sand from the shoreline to 2-3m depth in correspondence of the 
Gabicce-Pesaro cliff and the Ancona promontory (Ciabatti et al. 1976). Sand 
(according to 1957 classification by Nota: quantity of sand 95%) and pelitic sand 
(quantity of sand between 70 – 95 %) are then found up to 10m depth (Brambati et 
al.1983). 
In the stretches from Pesaro to Ancona and from the Potenza River to the 
Tronto River, sand and pelitic sand are present from the shoreline to 3-5m depth, 
very sandy pelite (quantity of sand between 30 – 70 %) and sandy pelite (quantity 
of sand between 5–30%) follow. 
 
 
Fig. 1.3.3 - Grainsize characteristic from the shoreline to the isobath 10m. 
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The grain size indicates a high environmental energetic level  in the zone 
between shoreline and isobath 5m, corresponding to the breaker zone of the storm 
waves. 
In fig. 1.3.3 it is expressed, by the variations of the cumulative curves of 
the bottom samples, the extension of the grainsize characters from the shoreline to 
the 10m isobath. 
 
 
Fig. 1.3.4 - The coast of the Marche Region with the landslides location - 
Planimetric view of the most important landslides areas (from 
Cancelli et Al., 1984). 
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Historical records, which predate cartographic documents, suggest that the 
Marche coast was inhabited before the Roman Empire with the ancient towns 
located at the mouths of rivers into the sea. The first information about shoreline 
variation come from a description by Luigi Ferdinando Marsili (1708 – 1715) 
testing a general advancing of the shoreline that following studies show to continue 
up to the first half of the XIX century. From 1850 up to 1940 (Buli & Ortolani, 
1947) there is the beginning of the regression of the shoreline and the end of the 
general advancing of the precedent century.  
The dynamic evolution of this coastal zone is quite simple. The sources of 
sediments, reworked by the waves and distributed along the shore by the longshore 
current from south to north, are the material transported by the rivers to the sea and 
the material derived from the landslides of the cliff from Gabicce to the Ancona 
promontory. In the past the large sediment yield from the rivers to the sea indicates 
a general advancing of the shoreline in the northern sandy littoral up to Gabicce, 
with the maximum values corresponding to the rivers outlets. The cliffs, from 
Gabicce to the south, were characterised by many periodical landslides with 
regression of the cliffs and the supply of the failed material into the sea by the 
longshore current along the narrow backshore at the foot of the cliffs.  
The heavy precipitation (rain and snow) of the cold/wet periods is the main 
cause of landslides in the region.  
The general advancing of the shoreline for the whole area, in spite of same 
local regressions of the cliff in the south, was continuous from the 1600 up to the 
beginning of the XXth century. Cartographic data confirm this statement. After the 
first decade of the 1900s, only some sectors continued to increase, but at a 
significantly slower rate than in the past.  
Most of this stretch of coastline experienced a static period followed by a 
regression of the shoreline during the 1950s, with an increasing rate and intensity 
up until the end of the 1970s. This increased rate of erosion coincided with the 
increase of storm wave action connected with the cold/wet weather in the 1950-70 
period and the diminished sediment yield to the sea due to the coastal engineering 
structures, which were constructed to prevent landsliding onto the Adriatic railway 
line, and to the rash removal of riverbed material. Consequently there was a 
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general regression of the shoreline and an increased bottom slope up to the breaker 
zone. As a result of the above, storms today are much more effective and 
destructive.  
In fig. 1.3.5 and in fig. 1.3.6 are represented the shoreline variations from 
the Gabicce promontory up to the Ancona promontory and from the Ancona 
promontory up to the Tronto river mouth from 1944 up to 1980.  
The rate (m/year) of the advancing or regression of the shoreline is 
expressed by arrows of proportional length. 
 
 
Fig. 1.3.5 - The shoreline variations from Gabicce to Ancona  
(1944 - 1999). 
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The comparison of the shoreline variation from 1944 up to the present day 
shows a rapid increase in the rate of erosion with a regression of the shoreline 
between 1954 and 1980. Also of significance is that the major points of regression 
correspond to the river mouths. The comparison of the situation between 1980 and 
1999 shows a slower rate of regression and a modest advancing of the shoreline. 
This situation is due to the intense construction of coastal defence structures along 
the entire Marche coast after 1980.  
To have an idea of the possible variations, due to the seasonal variations of 
the backshore, from 1983 up to 1985 the width of the backshore was measured in 
21 station with a frequency of 15 days and compared with the width, in the same 
station, in summer and winter 2002 and winter 2004. 
 
 
Fig. 1.3.6 - The shoreline variations from Ancona to the Tronto River  
(1944 - 1999). 
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The data are outlined in the diagram of fig. 1.3.1 where on the X axis is 
represented the maximum width from 1983 – 2004 and in the Y axis is represented, 
for each station in the same period 1983 – 2004, the rate of seasonal variation 
expressed in %. 
The lecture of this diagram confirm the long period variations of the 
backshore (fig. 1.3.5 and 1.3.6) and show, during the last 20 year, the possible 




Fig. 1.3.7 – Variations of bottoms slope between the shoreline and the isobath 5mt 
in the years 1954, 1968 & 1981. 
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This parameter is very important to plan new buildings, roads  along the 
coast and their distance from the shore line. In particular, the diagram of fig. 1.3.2 
shows for the station 1, 3, 9, 15, 16, 17 and 20 the possibility to disappear during 
the storm waves (variation 100%). For the stations 6, 8, 10 and 19 one can observe 
a very large backshore (from 60m up to 124m) but with a very high possible 
variation comprised between 80 – 90%. The best situation is represented by the 
station 2 with a maximum width of the backshore of 62m with a possible reduction 
of 50%. This last datum gives a clear idea of the precarious equilibrium of the 
backshore in the Marche Region coastal stretch. 
The comparison among the 1954, 1968 (from Gabicce to Ancona only) and 
1981 bottom slopes shows an increase in slope (fig. 1.3.7) which, upsetting the 
coastal equilibrium, allows the winter storm waves to become more destructive. 
The variations of the bottom slope from the shoreline to the 5m isobaths 
confirm a correlation between the reduction of the backshore in the period 1954 – 




The shoreline variations are very similar in the North and South Ancona 
zones even though there are great differences in coastal processes and the 
construction of coastal defence works.  
The natural nourishment of the beaches, in the past, has been due to fluvial 
yield and to the input of cliff material derived from landslides (Buli, 1947). In the 
XIX century the coastline was progressing, thanks to the southern longshore 
current still rich in sediment yield. However, since the beginning of the XX century 
widespread regression dominated, reaching a critical stage after the Second World 
War, sometimes with irreversible effects. A reversal in this trend was caused by 
several factors:  
 The urbanisation of large coastal zones due to tourism without regarding the 
natural environment.  
 The decrease in material from the cliffs caused by the construction of seawalls 
to protect the railway from storm waves (A. Cancelli et al., 1984).  
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 The continued excavation of sand and gravel along the minor rivers has 
drastically lowered the supply of sediments to the shore.  
 The longshore currents deprived of sandy material decrease their importance in 
the coastal regime. While the onshore – offshore transport carrying the beach 
sands toward the open sea.  
 The bottom slope is then increasing near the shoreline and, consequently, storm 
waves are much more effective and destructive in spite of defence works.  
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